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Targeting and biodegradability are some of 
the main assets supporting any controlled 
drug delivery modality. In this contribution 
we show that polysaccharides are functional 
for supporting such features in the design of 
micro/ nano devices for a theranostic 
approach. Recently we developed several poly 
(vinyl alcohol), PVA, based vectors [1] as 
potential new ultrasound contrast agent for a 
combined use as diagnostic and therapeutic 
devices and as thermosensitive “smart” 
microgels [2, 3] for supported drug delivery. 
Addressed use of polysaccharides together 
with the chemical versatility of the PVA 
surface of these devices offer a vast variety of 
coupling modalities useful for coating and 
specific targeting. We have designed several 
conjugation strategies to enable the localized 
doxorubicin delivery on tumor cells. The 
surface of PVA based microdevices was 
coated with (i) hyaluronic acid (HA), (ii) 
oxidized hyaluronic acid (HAox) [4], (iii) 
galactosylated chitosan (CHIGal) using 
traditional and “click chemistry” approaches. 
Bioadhesivity, localization, kinetics of release 
from differently coated microdevices were 
investigated as well as their cytocompatibility 
with respect to healthy fibroblasts (NIH 3T3), 
human adenocarcinoma cells (HT29) and 
hepatocarcinoma cells (HepG2).  
Biodegradation was addressed by using 
dextran as main component in designing 
thermosensitive microgels and controlling the 
drug release. 

Both the “biointerface” as well as the 
biodegradability are pre-requisite for the 
localization and release functions supported 
by novel micro/ nano vector. 
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